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Open daily 11:00-01:00
Tel: 0 2262 0892, 0 2260 0869 |
E: beiotto@loxinfo.co.th | W: www.beiotto.com
1 Sukhumvit Soi 20, 400 m < Sukhumvit Road |
BTS Asoke EXIT 4: 15 min BTS or MRT Sukhumvit,
EXIT 2: 15 min
Bei Otto has become an icon on the local culinary scene. It is the home of a European
restaurant, a delicatessen, a bakery and a German restaurant and bar, all housed in a
complex with an appropriately Germanic décor. Although I have always enjoyed the German
food, I have reservations about the food described by the owner as ‘European’.
When you enter Bei Otto, you’ll find a large bar in the middle of the room with tables
surrounding it. This is the German restaurant and it is open throughout the day. If you don’t
enjoy smoke with your food, wait until 18:00 when the ‘European’ restaurant opens. Housed
in a separate room, it is more formal and serves a selection of European dishes, along with
traditional German items served in the German restaurant.
The German food is smashing, making a visit to Bei Otto worthwhile. The sausages are
notable and made on the premises. A good way to sample several of them is to try the B280
(B450 for two) plate of assorted grilled and boiled sausages, served with mashed potatoes
and imported German sauerkraut. The ‘Bavarian Plate’ with grilled pork knuckle, assorted
sausages, bread and potato dumplings and that all important German sauerkraut is another
good choice. At B750 for two, this is great value for money and a capital introduction to some
of Germany’s most popular food.
If you dine in the European restaurant, you’ll find the European items limited in number and
possessing German personalities. These are German versions of European dishes commonly
served and eaten by Germans, which can come across as bland.
Germans love their beer and Bei Otto serves a lot of it. It is one of the few places in town
where Fürstenberg Pils and Erdinger wheat beer can be found on tap. Wheat beer in bottles is
available, including Erdinger, Weihenstephaner and Schneider Weisse.
For a slice of German culture and food, Bei Otto is probably the best place in town to find it.
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